the witch's manifesto
a freakish ethics for fearsome living in the monstruous world
preamble.
there is a creature who lives in the wood. there are many creatures who live in the wood.
know thine enemy. the village is at the edge of the wood. the fires burn bright in the villages,
the shadows are deep in the wood where the creatures hide. the houses are in the village.
the windows are open wide. On the edge of the wood, where the creatures hide. the people
in the village are watching, are waiting, they have time to bide. in the village where the fires
are bright. which do you choose? the village or the wood? where do you turn? where will
you fly? to the fires that burn or the shadows that hide?
i. integrity
i would die
for my truth
i have already done this
several times
what would you do
for yours?
ii honour
will you break bread?
will you break bone?
will you break promises?
will you break hearts?
i will break bread with all who are hungry
i will break the bones of those who would cage others
i will break promises at my peril
i will break hearts to free myself
iii. mercy
forgiveness is
the most powerful weapon
(and the most difficult to wield)
in the hands of a witch
it destroys the enemy
while healing yourself
iv. humility
i remember when humans were still trees. we wanted so much and hungered so hard. they
promised us heaven. we strained for the stars. we would have swalloed them whole if we
could. we forgot the language of the wind, the grace of stillness, forgot sun osongs and rain
songs and kinship with birds. we fall. we fall. we kneel, are kneeling. palms pressed to the
ground, praying: let it not be too late ro return to our roots.

v. wisdom
never refuse
a gift from a witch
even when
it is wrapped in thorns
vi. strength
as
she
is
my
witness
i shall
not
want
though
i walk
in
the valley
of
the
shadow
of
death
i
fear
no
evil
for
all
i
touch
i
change
and
all
i touch
changes
me
vii.
from within you
it devours

